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Ceramics are an important class of materials with widespread applications because of their high thermal,
mechanical, and chemical stability. Computational predictions based on first principles methods can be a
valuable tool in accelerating materials discovery to develop improved ceramics. It is essential to
experimentally confirm the material properties of such predictions. However, materials screening rates
are limited by the long processing times and the poor compositional control from volatile element loss in
conventional ceramic sintering techniques. To overcome these limitations, we developed an ultrafast
high-temperature sintering (UHS) process for the fabrication of ceramic materials by radiative heating
under an inert atmosphere. We provide several examples of the UHS process to demonstrate its
potential utility and applications, including advancements in solid-state electrolytes, multicomponent
structures, and high-throughput materials screening.

C
eramics are widely used in electronics,
energy storage, and extreme environ-
ments because of their high thermal,
mechanical, and chemical stability. The
sintering of ceramics is a technology that

can be traced back to more than 26,000 years
ago (1). Conventional ceramic sintering often
requires hours of processing time (2), which can
become an obstacle for the high-throughput
discovery of advanced ceramic materials. The
long sintering time is particularly problematic
in the development of ceramic-based solid-
state electrolytes (SSEs)—which are critical
for new batteries with improved energy ef-
ficiency and safety (3, 4)—because of the
severe volatility of Li and Na during sintering
(5–9).
Substantial effort has been devoted to the

development of innovative sintering technol-
ogies, such as microwave-assisted sintering,
spark plasma sintering (SPS), and flash sintering.
Microwave-assisted sintering of ceramics often
depends on the microwave absorption proper-
ties of the materials or uses susceptors (10, 11).
The SPS technique requires that dies are used
to compress the ceramic while sintering (12),
which makes it more difficult to sinter speci-

mens with complex three-dimensional (3D)
structures. Furthermore, SPS normally produces
only one specimen at a time, though special
tooling can and has been made to fabricate
multiple samples. Themore-recently developed
flash sintering (13), photonic sintering (14), and
rapid thermal annealing (RTA) (15) methods
display a highheating rate of ~103 to 104°C/min.
However, flash sintering typically requires
expensive Pt electrodes and is material spe-
cific. Although flash sintering can be applied
to many ceramics, flash sintering conditions
depend strongly on the electrical character-
istics of the material (16), which limits the
general applicability of this method as well
as its utility for high-throughput processing
when a material’s properties are unknown.
Photonic sintering temperatures are normally
too low to sinter ceramics (14, 17). RTA has
been used successfully to sinter ZnO (15), but
this method can only provide a sintering tem-
perature of up to ~1200°Cwith expensive com-
mercial equipment.
To meet the needs of modern ceramics and

foster material innovation, we report a ce-
ramic synthesismethod, called ultrafast high-
temperature sintering (UHS), that features a
uniform temperature distribution, high heat-
ing (~103 to 104°C/min) and cooling rates (up
to 104°C/min), and high sintering temperatures
(up to 3000°C). The ultrahigh heating rates and
temperatures enable ultrafast sintering times
of ~10 s (Fig. 1A), far outpacing those of most
conventional furnaces. To conduct the process,
we directly sandwich a pressed green pellet
(Fig. 1B) of ceramic precursor powders be-
tween two Joule-heating carbon strips that
rapidly heat the pellet through radiation and
conduction to form a uniform high-temperature
environment (fig. S1) for quick synthesis (solid-
state reaction) and reactive sintering (Fig. 1C).

In an inert atmosphere, these carbon heating
elements can provide a temperature of up to
~3000°C (fig. S2), which is sufficient to syn-
thesize and sinter virtually any ceramic mate-
rial. The short sintering time also helps to
prevent volatile evaporation and undesirable
interdiffusion at the interfaces of multilayer
structures. Additionally, the technique is scal-
able because the processing is decoupled from
the intrinsic properties of materials (unlike
flash sintering; table S3), thereby allowing
general and rapid ceramic synthesis and sinter-
ing. The UHS process is also compatible with
the 3D printing of ceramic precursors, produc-
ing novel post-sintering structures in addition
to well-defined interfaces between multilayer
ceramic compounds. Furthermore, the speed of
UHS enables the rapid experimental validation
of newmaterial predictions from computation,
which facilitates materials discovery span-
ning a wide range of compositions. Several
applications may benefit from this method-
ology, including thin-film SSEs and battery
applications.
In a typical UHS process, the heating ele-

ments ramp up from room temperature to the
sintering temperature in ~30 s or less (Fig. 2A,
bottom), a process that would typically take a
conventional furnace several hours to complete
(fig. S3). This temperature ramping stage is
followed by ~10 s of isothermal sintering and
then rapid cooling (in ~5 s). These times and
conditions are attractive compared with those
of other sinteringmethods (fig. S4 and table S3)
(11, 12, 16). As a demonstration of the process,
we synthesized Ta-doped Li6.5La3Zr1.5Ta0.5O12

(LLZTO), a garnet-type Li-ion–conductive ce-
ramic proposed for SSE applications (18). In
the UHS technique, the precursors of LLZTO
quickly react and densify (Fig. 2A, top) in ~40 s
(~30 s of temperature ramping and ~10 s of
isothermal sintering), as the temperature of
the heater approaches ~1500°C (movie S1). The
high sintering temperature and short sintering
time of the UHS technique produce a relatively
small grain size of 8.5 ± 2.0 mm (Fig. 2B) and a
high relative density of ~97% (fig. S5). By con-
trast, the conventional furnace–sintered garnet
features a microstructure with larger grains of
13.5 ± 5 mm (Fig. 2C). This rapid sintering and
densification observed in the materials pro-
duced by the UHSmethodmay originate from
(i) fast kinetics from the high sample temper-
ature, (ii) additional chemical driving force
beyond the normal capillary driving force for
densification caused by the simultaneous re-
action and sintering process, or (iii) the ultrahigh
heating rates enhancing the densification rates
(15, 19).
In general, sintering involves competition

between the coarsening and densification of
particles. Surface diffusion can dominate at
low temperatures and causes coarsening and
neck growth without densification, whereas
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grain boundary and bulk diffusion are more
important at high temperatures, leading to
fast densification. The ultrahigh heating rates
of UHS bypass the low-temperature region,
thereby reducing the coarsening of particles
and maintaining a higher capillary driving
force for sintering, similar to that observed

in other ultrafast heating schemes, such as flash
sintering and other exotic heating methods
(15, 19). The lower activation energies (fig. S5)
also suggest that sintering and grain growth
mechanisms in the UHS process are somewhat
different from those in conventional sintering
methods (20). In some cases, particularly for

some solid electrolytes of complex chemistries,
a small fraction of a liquid can form at the high
processing temperature in UHS, which further
promotes densification as ultrafast liquid-phase
sintering (21).
The long sintering time of conventional

syntheses can lead to Li loss in garnet SSEs
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Fig. 1. Rapid sintering
process and setup for
ceramic synthesis.
(A) Schematic of the
UHS synthesis process, in
which the pressed green
pellet of precursors is
directly sintered into a
dense ceramic component
at a high sintering
temperature of up to
3000°C in ~10 s.
(B and C) Photographs
of the UHS sintering
setup at room temperature
without applying current (B), and at ~1500°C (C), in which the closely packed heating strips surrounding the pressed green pellet provide a uniform
temperature distribution that enables rapid ceramic sintering.

Fig. 2. Rapid sintering of ceramic materials. (A) Typical temperature profile
of the UHS process. The whole process takes <1 min. The SEM images
demonstrate the reaction process of the LLZTO ceramic over a 10-s isothermal
hold of UHS sintering. RT, room temperature. (B and C) Fracture cross-sectional

SEM images of UHS-sintered (B) and conventional furnace–sintered (C) LLZTO.
(D) Li loss of different LLZTO samples sintered from precursors with 0, 10,
and 20% excess Li by means of the the UHS technique and a conventional furnace.
(E) Pictures of various ceramics sintered by the UHS technique in ~10 s.
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caused by the evaporation of Li and the for-
mation of secondary phases that lead to lower
ionic conductivity (22). In contrast, the UHS
technique enables us to tune the sintering time
in units of seconds, which provides excellent

control in terms of the Li content and grain
growth. As a comparison, we sintered a series
of LLZTO precursor formulations featuring 0,
10, and 20% excess Li using either the UHS
technique or a conventional furnace. Using

inductively coupled plasma mass spectrome-
try, we observed severe Li loss in the furnace-
sintered LLZTO samples (up to 99%) but <4%
loss in the UHS samples. This was true even for
the sample made without excess Li (Fig. 2D).
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Fig. 3. Rapid sintering technique for ceramic screening. (A) Accelerated
materials discovery enabled by computational prediction and rapid
synthesis. (B) The computational workflow for predicting new garnet
compositions. The phase stabilities of candidate compounds with different
cation combinations were evaluated by the energy above hull (Ehull) in
comparison with the lowest-energy phase equilibria. (C) The table lists the
predicted garnet compositions with different stabilities. (D) Pictures of the
garnet materials (featuring different colors from the usual white) sintered by

means of the UHS technique and predicted by computation. The LNdZTO
garnet can change color under different light sources (e.g., a fluorescent
light bulb and sunlight) because of the Alexandrite effect (34). (E) Schematic
of a 20 by 5 matrix for cosintering 100 ceramic samples with the UHS
technique in just ~10 s. (F) Pictures of the UHS setup for cosintering
10 garnet samples. The top image is the side view of the UHS cosintering
process. (G) The voltage and current profiles of the symmetric cell with a
thick Li electrode cycled at different current densities.
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The time-of-flight secondary ionmass spectros-
copy results confirmed the uniform distribu-
tions of all elements in the UHS-sintered
LLZTO (fig. S6). Both the densification and
Li-evaporation rates increase with temperature
as thermally activated processes, but the garnet
densification rate likely increases faster than
the evaporation rate. This leads to less Li loss
with a much shorter sintering time suffi-
cient for densification. The schematic time-
temperature-transformation diagram (fig. S7)
illustrates the evolution of density and com-
position of the LLZTO garnet in the UHS
process. We identified a pure cubic garnet
phase from x-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns
of the UHS garnet, whereas the severe Li loss
in the conventional furnace–sintered samples
leads to a side reaction (fig. S8). Furthermore,
the LLZTO samples synthesized with the UHS
technique had an ionic conductivity of ~1.0 ±
0.1 mS/cm (fig. S9), which is among the highest
reported for garnet-based SSEs (8, 18, 23).
We can apply our UHSmethod to synthesize

a wide range of high-performance ceramics.
As a demonstration, we successfully sintered
alumina (Al2O3, >96% density), Y2O3-stabilized
ZrO2 (YSZ, >95% density, with an ultrafine
grain size of 265 ± 85 nm), Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3
(LATP, >90% density), and Li0.3La0.567TiO3

(LLTO, >94% density) directly from pressed
green pellets of precursor powders and all in
under 1 min (Fig. 2E). Al2O3 and YSZ are two
typical structural ceramics with excellent me-
chanical properties and high sintering tem-
peratures, whereas LATP and LLTO are Li-ion
conductors used in solid-state batteries (3, 24).
The UHS materials featured pure phases that
we identified with XRD, which was indicative
of no side reactions (fig. S10). We used scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM) images to
show that the well-sintered grains have low
porosity and the fractured cross sections are
uniform in microstructure (figs. S11 to S14).
The pressureless sintering process and short
processing time of the UHS technique also
resulted in fewer solid diffusion–related side
reactions or sample-carbon heater contami-
nation issues (figs. S15 to S17) than often
encountered in SPS (25). We hypothesize that
the ultrahigh heating rate and short sintering
time can kinetically minimize the likelihood
of such side reactions. The technique is par-
ticularly suitable for high-throughput screen-
ing of bulk ceramics compared with different
ceramic synthesis techniques.
The ability of the UHS method to rapidly

and reliably synthesize a wide range of ce-
ramics enables us to quickly verify new ma-
terials predicted by computation and accelerate
the screening rate for bulk ceramic materials
(Fig. 3A). We used lithium garnet compounds
(Li7A3B2O12; A =La group, B =Mo,W, Sn, or Zr)
as a model system to demonstrate this rapid
screening ability that is enabled by computa-

tional prediction and the UHS process. We
used density functional theory calculations to
predict and evaluate the energies of a large
number of compounds with other non-Li
cation combinations based on garnet struc-
tures (Fig. 3B). The phase stabilities of these
computer-generated hypothetical Li7-garnet
compounds (Fig. 3C) are described by the
lower value of the energy above hull (Ehull),
which we determined from the energy dif-
ference of the compound in comparison with
the stable phase equilibria on the phase di-
agram (26). A material with a small Ehull

(color-coded green) should feature good phase
stability, and a high Ehull (color-coded red) sug-
gests an unstable phase. Our compositional
screening capturedmost known stoichiometric
Li7-garnets, such as Li7La3Zr2O12, Li7Nd3Zr2O12,
and Li7La3Sn2O12 (18), which validated the
computational method.
We selected the computationally predicted

Zr- and Sn-based garnet compositions featur-
ing small Ehull values (Fig. 3C) for experimental
verification, including Li7Pr3Zr2O12 (LPrZO),
Li7Sm3Zr2O12 (LSmZO), Li7Nd3Zr2O12 (LNdZO),
Li7Nd3Sn2O12 (LNdSnO), and Li7Sm3Sn2O12

(LSmSnO). We also synthesized the corre-
sponding 0.5 Ta-doped compositions in the
B site [e.g., Li6.5Sm3Zr1.5Ta0.5O12 (LSmZTO)].
New garnet compounds were well synthe-
sized and sintered (figs. S18 to S22) in as little
as 10 s, with uniform grain size and micro-
structure. The final relative densities were in
the range of 91 to 96%, with a typical grain
size of 2 to 10 mm. We confirmed the garnet
structure (cubic phase for B site doped; te-
tragonal phase for nondoped) using XRD
(fig. S23). Our garnet compounds exhibited
different optical properties and were not the
typical white color, owing to the different La-
group elements (Fig. 3D). Our garnets also
had ionic conductivities of ~10−4 S/cm (e.g.,
LNdZTO, fig. S24), which are comparable to
thoseof LLZOgarnets (18,22).Wealso attempted
to synthesize some unstable garnet compounds
that we predicted by computation, such as
Li7Gd3Zr2O12. As expected, even though the
SEMimage showswell sinteredgrains (fig. S25A),
the XRD pattern indicates that the composi-
tion did not form the garnet phase (fig. S25B),
which verifies our computational predictions.
The fast sintering rate of UHS also enables

cosintering of multiple materials simulta-
neously, which permits even faster screening
of materials or devices. In practical ceramic
synthesis, sintering can be the most time-
consuming process, especially when the op-
timized sintering parameters have not been
developed for new compositions. However,
with the UHS sintering technique, 100 ceramic
pellets can be rapidly cosintered using a 20 by
5 matrix setup (Fig. 3E), with an area of just
~12 cm by 3 cm (for a pellet size of 5 mm).
This setup is practical for materials screening

processes. As a demonstration of this scal-
ability, we synthesized 10 garnet compositions
(see compositions listed in the supplementary
materials) by cosintering directly from the
corresponding green bodies (Fig. 3F). In
comparison, although SPS is currently con-
sidered a high-throughput method to fab-
ricate bulk ceramic specimens, it typically
produces just one specimen in ~1 to 2 hours.
Moreover, SPS cannot easily be carried out in
parallel as it requires multiple expensive SPS
instruments.
Ultrafast heating at high temperatures for

only seconds can also reduce or eliminate the
segregation of detrimental impurities and de-
fects at grain boundaries. This process may
have beneficial effects for solid electrolytes
and many other structural and functional
ceramics. Using LLZTO garnet pellets as a
proof of concept, we conducted a symmetric
Li stripping-plating study to systematically
characterize the electrochemical properties
of the UHS garnet SSE. Because of the chal-
lenge in diagnosing the short circuit in the
symmetric cell configuration (27), we applied
in situ neutron depth profiling (NDP) (28) to
confirm that the UHS LLZTO garnet SSE can
conduct Li ions at high current densities
without short-circuiting (fig. S26, A, B, and
C). We show that the Li-LLZTO-Li symmetric
cell with a thick (>100 mm) Li metal coating
demonstrates a critical current density as
high as 3.2 mA/cm2 (Fig. 3G and fig. S26D),
which is among the highest reported values
for planar garnet-based SSEs (18, 29). We
have conducted long-term cycling of the Li-
LLZTO-Li symmetric cell (fig. S27), which can
cycle for >400 hours at a current density of
0.2 mA/cm2, indicating excellent cycling
stability.
Multilayer ceramics have advantages for

various applications, including battery elec-
trolytes, but they are challenging to sinter
because of interdiffusion at high temper-
atures. We synthesized a LATP/LLZTO bi-
layer SSE without detectable side reaction
or cross-diffusion using the UHS technique
(Fig. 4A). The LLZTO garnet is stable against
the Li metal anode, and the LATP features
superior oxidation stability compared with
the LLZTO (fig. S28) (30). Conventional fur-
nace sintering results in severe interdiffusion
and side reactions at the interface (fig. S29).
Introducing low–melting point materials

into ceramics is a general approach to achiev-
ing a dense structure at a lower sintering
temperature.We sintered a ceramic composite
SSE by adding Li3PO4 to the LLZTO garnet,
in which the Li3PO4 canmelt at ~1200°C and
weldwith the LLZTO particles to form a dense
composite pellet (Fig. 4B) by means of ultra-
fast liquid-phase sintering, with reduced side
reactions and cross-doping compared with the
conventional approach (fig. S30).
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The UHS technique can also sinter ceramic
structures with complex geometries. This is
notable because the SPS technique is incom-
patible with 3D-printed structures. We suc-
cessfully sintered polymer-derived ceramics
(silicon oxycarbide, SiOC) with uniform shrink-

ing and well-maintained structures (Fig. 4, C
and D, and movie S2). Additionally, the struc-
tures can be stacked to form amore complex 3D
lattice design (Fig. 4E). 3D-printed structures
and devices with different spatially distributed
materials have applications emerging from

various combinations of mechanical, thermal,
or other properties (31–33). However, cosinter-
ing of these structures is challenging because
of cross-diffusion. To explore the capabilities
of UHS for such complex designs, we 3D-
printed multimaterial honeycomb structures

Wang et al., Science 368, 521–526 (2020) 1 May 2020 5 of 6

Fig. 4. Structures enabled by the UHS sintering technique. (A and
B) Schematics and energy dispersive spectroscopy mapping of the
cosintered LATP-LLZTO bilayer SSE (A) and the LLZTO-Li3PO4 composite
SSE (B). (C) Photographs of the SiOC polymer precursor printed as
a single material. (D) Photographs of the SiOC samples sintered by the
UHS method, showing the uniform material shrinkage and maintained
structures. (E) Four UHS-sintered complex structures with different

repeating units. (F) The multilayer 3D-printed SiOC polymer precursor
(doped with Al and Co) and the corresponding UHS-sintered structure.
(G) Elemental mapping of the Co- and Al-doped boundary of the
UHS-sintered and conventional furnace–sintered SiOC samples.
(H) The piezoresistance versus the stress induced by the magnetic
force of the 3D-printed magnetic flux density sensor device sintered by
UHS and conventional sintering. DR is the change in the piezoresistance.
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featuring Al-doped SiOC (for piezoresistivity
response) and Co-doped SiOC (for magnetic
response, Fig. 4F) to form a magnetic flux
sensor (fig. S31). The UHS sintering main-
tains the perfect registration of the structures
with minimal diffusion of dopants caused
by the short sintering time (Fig. 4G). Addi-
tionally, the 3D-printed magnetic flux sensor
device effectively converts magnetic fields
into voltage signals (fig. S31). In contrast, the
conventional sintering method suffers from
substantial diffusion between the different
materials (Fig. 4G), which results in poor sen-
sitivity of piezoresistive sensing (Fig. 4H and
fig. S31).
The rapid sintering enables the potential

for scalable, roll-to-roll sintering of ceramics
because the precursor film can quickly pass
through the heating strips to achieve contin-
uous UHS. The thin, high-temperature carbon
heater in the UHS technique is also highly
flexible and can conformally wrap around
structures for rapid sintering of unconventional
shapes and devices (fig. S32). There are several
other potential opportunities. First, UHS can be
readily extended to a broad range of nonoxide
high-temperature materials, including metals,
carbides, borides, nitrides, and silicides, be-
cause of its extremely high temperature.
Second, UHS may also be used to fabricate
functionally graded materials (beyond the
simplemultilayers demonstrated in this work)
with minimum undesirable interdiffusion.
Third, the ultrafast, far-from-equilibrium na-
ture of the UHS process may produce ma-
terials with nonequilibrium concentrations
of point defects, dislocations, and other de-
fects ormetastable phases that lead to desirable
properties. Finally, this UHS method allows a
controllable and tunable temperature profile
to enable the control of sintering and micro-
structural evolution.
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solid-state electrolytes.
many compositions to screen for ideal properties for a variety of applications, including the development of new 
of a wide variety of ceramics while mitigating the loss of volatile elements. Ultrafast sintering is ideal for synthesizing
heating of thin carbon strips to ramp up and ramp down temperature quickly. This method allows for the quick synthesis 

 developed a new ceramic-sintering technique that uses resistiveet al.high-through-put materials challenging. C. Wang 
Synthesizing ceramics can require heating for long times at high temperatures, making the screening of

Speedy ceramic sintering
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